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Molecular insights: structure and dynamics of a Li ion
doped organic ionic plastic crystal†
Liyu Jin,ad Simon de Leeuw,*b Marina V. Koudriachova,c Jennifer M. Pringle,d
Patrick C. Howlett,d Fangfang Chend and Maria Forsyth*d
A molecular-level understanding of why the addition of lithium
salts to Organic Ionic Plastic Crystals (OIPCs) produces excellent
ionic conductivity is described for the first time. These materials are
promising electrolytes for safe, robust lithium batteries, and have
been experimentally characterised in some detail. Here, molecular
dynamics simulations demonstrate the eﬀects of lithium ion doping
on both the structure and dynamics of an OIPC matrix (tetramethyl-
ammonium dicyanamide [TMA][DCA]) and illustrate a molecular-
level transport model: in the plastic crystal phase lithium ions can
form clusters with [DCA], and this clustering then in turn creates
free volume or defect paths in the remainder of the lattice, which
enhances ion conduction.
Organic Ionic Plastic Crystalline (OIPC) fast-ion conductors are a
unique group of room temperature crystallinematerials which have
ionic molecules that maintain rotational and/or orientational
disorder within their lattice positions.1–3 These solid state materials,
with advantages of high ionic conductivity, low flammability,
negligible vapor pressure and easy processing (plasticity) have
been attracting increasing attention as a safe and robust
alternative to current organic solvent based electrolytes for
Li-ion secondary batteries.4–10 Upon doping with lithium salts,
the majority of OIPCs show significant increases in ionic conduc-
tivity in their solid plastic crystal phases,4,5,8,11,12 and some of
these materials have already been used to realize all-solid-state
lithium batteries.7,9 Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of
how doping with lithium salts dramatically enhances the ionic
conductivity in plastic crystalline phases is yet to be attained.
The ionic conductivity of pure OIPCs arises from the translational
motions of the matrix ions via lattice vacancies, dislocations and
grain boundaries,1 similar to the mechanisms of conductivity within
some ceramic electrolytes.13 However, unlike in ceramics, these
structural defects in OIPCs are aﬀected by or even originated from
the molecular ions’ rotational or orientational motion,1,14 which
adds another complex dimension to the transport mechanism.15
Doping with Li salts (since the anion is common to both the lithium
salt and the OIPC, the Li+ can be eﬀectively thought of as a cation
dopant) can modify the structure by introducing defects16 and
forming solid solution11 and even eutectic liquid phases.10,11
Moreover, the dynamics of the matrix ions can also be impacted
by the strongly positive charged Li+ dopant, which turns out to be
another key factor aﬀecting the transport mechanisms.1,4 There-
fore, it is important to carefully examine both structural and
dynamic factors to reveal the origin of the enhancement of ion
transport in Li+ doped OIPC systems. In this case, Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulation is a suitable way to investigate both
simultaneously, to gain molecular-level information.
The present work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first time
that MD simulations have been successfully employed to study the
Li+ doping eﬀects on a solid plastic crystal phase. We use the
simulation results to propose a model for the enhanced transport
in Li+ doped OIPCs. We selected tetramethyl ammonium dicyana-
mide ([TMA][DCA]) (Fig. 1) as the OIPC matrix for this study for
several reasons: firstly, experimental17 as well as computational18,19
studies on pure [TMA][DCA] are available to validate our present
work. Secondly, the experimentally obtained crystal structure of
[TMA][DCA]17 can be used as a starting point for simulations.
Finally, the relatively simple, symmetric chemical structures of
both the cation and anion reduce the computational complexity,
while clearly showing the essential molecular dynamics of interest.
Fig. 2 shows the eﬀect of Li+ concentration on the structures at
diﬀerent temperatures as characterized by Radial pair Distribu-
tion Functions (RDFs). Here, the ‘‘pair’’ are the centers of mass
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(COM) of [TMA]+ and [DCA]. Based on both DSC (Diﬀerential
Scanning Calorimetry) results17 and simulation data of pure
[TMA][DCA] (see ESI,† Fig. S2–S4), four temperatures (200, 300,
400 and 500 K) were selected to represent the four thermal
phases. They are the rigid crystal phase (200 K), the intermediate
phase (300 K, where some motions start to occur at this tempera-
ture in the simulations, but the DSC did not show any thermal
transitions), the plastic crystal phase (400 K, intensive rotational
motions observed in simulation and the DSC showed a transition)
and the molten/liquid phase (500 K, where an undefined lattice
structure is observed in the simulation and DSC showed amelting
peak at 450 K). For all temperatures, RDF peaks are concentrated
in two regions, of 4 to 7 Å and 8 to 12 Å, where ions pack around
each other in two ‘‘shells’’ of the nearest neighbors as shown in
the crystal structure.
The 200 K and 500 K RDFs (Fig. 2) both show very limited
dependence on Li+ concentration. At 200 K, [TMA][DCA] is in a rigid
crystal phase; the very ordered structures are evidenced by the
defined peaks. When the thermal energy of the whole system is
relatively low, the doped Li+ ions are very likely to be confined by the
surrounding immobile matrix ions. However, at the other extreme—
the liquid phase—the thermal energy is so high that the RDFs of all
Li+ levels totally overlap, and resemble those of ionic liquids.20 At
this temperature, all the ions are quite mobile and randomly
oriented, and only very localized structure (less than 8 Å in
radius, just within the first ‘‘shell’’) can been seen. At both
thermal extremes, it is the thermal energy of the whole system,
rather than the Li+ ions, that predominantly governs the
simulated structural behavior. In sharp contrast, Li+ doping has
marked eﬀects on the plastic crystal phase at 400 K, especially for
high doping levels (8 and 12 mol%). In the plastic crystal phases,
the thermal energy is just suﬃcient for relatively intense rotational
dynamics, which most likely include motions of the methyl groups
from [TMA]+ and the anisotropic rotation19 of [DCA]. It is these
motions that enable the foreign Li+ ions to interact more readily
with nearby [TMA]+ and [DCA] ions. These interactions could be
expected to be transferred onto further ions, and finally, on average,
slightly alter the whole structure. We suggest that this sort of
interaction involves forming short-range clusters between Li+ and
[DCA] via the terminal nitrogens, as discussed further below. It is
worth noting that as the lithium doping level increases to 12mol%,
the RDF becomes very much like the ones of the liquid phase
(Fig. 2, 500 K). From a macroscopic point of view, the system with
12 mol% Li+ probably more resembles an amorphous phase.
To get more detailed information of how the structure and
interaction between Li+ ions and [DCA] anions respond to the
diﬀerent phase temperatures, the isosurfaces of the spatial dis-
tribution functions of Li+ ions with respect to a particular [DCA]
anion in the 8 mol% Li+ doped system are shown in Fig. 3. The
isovalues rx,y,z are normalized by the equilibrium density (rbulk) of
Li+ ions in the systems, as shown in eqn (1). On the isosurfaces,
the blue, yellow and red volume are related to rr that is larger
than 3, 6 and 9, respectively.
rr = r(x,y,z)/rbulk (1)
At 200 K, the doped Li+ ions are spatially constrained in the
vicinity of their original lattice positions. The density of the nearest
Li+ to the reference [DCA] is distributed close to the central
nitrogen position in [DCA]. The isosurface contour of this Li+
shows a nearly perfect spherical shape without any anisotropic
deformation, indicating negligible interaction between the refer-
ence [DCA] and the Li+ in the low temperature crystalline phase.
However, at 300 K, the nearest Li+ favours the position near a
terminal nitrogen of the [DCA]. The contours, especially those
high Li+ probability density regions (in red and yellow), have a
concave surface curved towards the terminal nitrogen atoms,
reflecting the strong Coulombic attracting force between the Li+
and the terminal nitrogen. As the temperature increases to
400 K, the distribution of Li+ also appears at the other terminal
nitrogen side, but with less probability density. This evolution is
due to the more intense rotational motions of the whole [DCA],
as one would expect to happen in the plastic crystal phase.18,19
It is also found that Li+ ions in fact attract neighbouring [DCA]
anions to form a cluster, as shown in the inset at 400 K. The
aggregation or coordination between Li+ and the matrix anions
have been observed in simulation studies21–23 of ionic liquid–Li
salt mixtures. However, here in the solid plastic crystal phases
with a relatively small amount of Li+ addition, we also found
similar behaviour, but only in terms of short range disorder, with
the layered crystal structure17 remaining overall intact. Such
aggregation sterically restricts the tumbling motion of those
[DCA] ions inside a cluster. In this case, the rotation of [DCA]
can be anisotropic, e.g. rotations of [DCA] along the axes
Fig. 1 The chemical structure of tetramethyl-ammonium dicyanamide
([TMA][DCA]), the [DCA] anion is on the left.
Fig. 2 The eﬀects of lithium ion concentration (mol%) on RDFs between center
of mass of [TMA]+ and [DCA] at four temperatures.
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between two terminal nitrogen atoms, which is also suggested
by Hooper et al.19 At 450 K, the highest rr is no longer anywhere
near 3. If rr is set to 1, the isosurface is essentially shown throughout
the supercell. This means that the Li+ ions are more homogeneously
distributed in the system, as expected for a liquid phase.
Fig. 4 shows how the formation of the clusters aﬀects the
rotational dynamics of the [DCA] anions in the intermediate
(300 K) and plastic crystal (400 K) phases. The Rotational Autocorre-
lation Functions (RAFs) are fitted to eqn (2) (raw data are included in
the ESI,† Fig. S26) to obtain the relaxation time constants (t) of the
motions of the N–CRN bonds of the [DCA]:
y = a exp(x/t) + y0 (2)
where a (prefactor) and y0 are introduced to account for the
simplifications in the simulation.19 At 300 K, as the Li+ concen-
tration increases, the relaxation time constant decreases. In this
case, the foreign Li+ can introduce lattice defects, which lower the
energy barriers to the motion of the [DCA] in the rigid crystal
phase, and thus reduce the relaxation time. However, as the doping
level increases in the plastic crystal phase at 400 K, surprisingly, the
motion becomes more restricted, especially for 8 and 12 mol% Li+.
This unexpected phenomenon turns out to be consistent with
the observations from both Fig. 2 and 3, where the strongest
interactions between Li+ and the matrix ions are seen in the
plastic crystal phase (Fig. 2) and these interactions involve
the formation of clusters between Li+ and [DCA] (Fig. 3).
Therefore, the amount of ‘‘bonded’’ [DCA] increases with Li+
doping level, which slows down the average rotational motion
of the [DCA].
On the other hand, the translational motions of the [DCA]
ions are enhanced by adding Li+, as shown in Fig. 5a. Here, the
time-dependent Mean-Squared Displacements (MSDs) of the
central nitrogen of [DCA] are plotted as a function of Li+ doping
level for each temperature/phase. From the slopes of the MSDs
(hr2i) as a function of time (t), we can deduce diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cients (D): hr2i = 6Dt.24 At low temperatures (200 K and 300 K),
Fig. 3 The density isosurface plots (isovalue is rr = r(x, y, z)/rbulk) illustrate the
probability density of Li+ ions relative to a particular [DCA] anion at four
temperatures. For 200 K, 300 K and 400 K, the transparent blue volume indicates
the area has Li+ relative density rr Z 3; the yellow wireframe volume indicates
rr Z 6; and the red volume is rr Z 9. In the case of 450 K, the highest visible
isovalue is shown as blue volume, which roughly equals rbulk at this temperature.
A cluster model is illustrated at the upper-left corner of the 400 K plot, which
consists of a lithium ion (pink) and up to 4 surrounding long-term or transient
DCA anions (blue is nitrogen and green is carbon). The cluster is about 15 Å in
diameter.
Fig. 4 Rotational autocorrelation relaxation time constants as a function of Li+
concentration, for the rotation of either one of the NRC triple bonds in the DCA
anions. The time constant (t) is given by a normal exponential fit (eqn (2)). The
raw RAFs are included in ESI.†
Fig. 5 The eﬀects of lithium ion concentration on MSDs of (a) [DCA] at four
temperatures, (b) Li+ at 400 K and (c) two kinds of [DCA] in 8 mol% Li+ system
at 400 K.
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translational motions can barely be seen, regardless of the Li+
concentrations. In the liquid phase (500 K), the highest diﬀusion
coeﬃcients of [DCA] are observed, but these are almost indepen-
dent of Li+ concentration. In sharp contrast, at 400 K, the diﬀusion
coeﬃcients depend significantly on the Li+ concentration; the higher
the doping level, the greater the self-diﬀusive motion. This relation-
ship is further confirmed by the calculated ionic conductivities
based on the Nernst–Einstein equation (the calculation method
is included in ESI,† eqn (S1)). The values are 7.9, 96.3 and
408.6 mS cm1 for 4, 8 and 12 mol% Li+ respectively at 400 K.
As reported by Hooper et al.,19 we are also unable to obtain a
conductivity of the pure sample at 400 K.
The MSDs of Li+ at 400 K are plotted in Fig. 5b. Interestingly,
the diﬀusion coeﬃcients of Li+ in the 8 and 12 mol% Li+
systems are actually lower than those of [DCA] in the same
systems. This is again due to the formation of Li–DCA clusters,
revealed by the previous structural study (Fig. 3). By careful
observation of trajectory frames,25 two kinds of [DCA] can be
found in the plastic crystal phase: ‘‘restricted’’ [DCA] anions,
which are in long-term clusters with Li+ ions (those [DCA]
anions having central nitrogens within 5 Å radius of Li+ ions for
more than a third of the trajectory frames) and relatively ‘‘free’’
[DCA] (the rest of [DCA] including those [DCA] that are
transient members of clusters). Fig. 5c separates the MSDs from
these two kinds of [DCA] in the 8 mol% Li+ system at 400 K.
Whenmoving as clusters, the ‘‘restricted’’ [DCA] diffuses with a
similar diffusion coefficient (2.5  1010 m2 s1) to that of Li+
(2.8 1010 m2 s1), as shown in Fig. 5b. However, the diffusion
coefficient of the ‘‘free’’ [DCA] (5.5  1010 m2 s1) doubles,
which increases the average values for diffusion coefficients of
[DCA] in this system (4.0  1010 m2 s1). The hypothesis for
understanding faster moving ‘‘free’’ [DCA] in the plastic crystal
phase is that formation of short-ranged clusters facilitates the
creation of more ‘‘free volume’’ or defect paths in the remainder
of the lattice; these paths increase the mobility of the ‘‘free’’
[DCA]. This is confirmed by the calculated volume changes
shown in ESI,† Fig. S1. This transport model could plausibly be
responsible for the surge in ionic conductivity with Li+ doping in
the plastic crystal phase. Our previous Positron Annihilation
Lifetime Spectroscopy (PALS) studies16,26 have shown that in the
plastic crystal phase of another OIPC, the increase in ‘‘free
volume’’ is directly linked to the higher conductivity which is
quantitatively supported by the Cohen–Turnbull model.27
Conclusions
In conclusion, to gain molecular insights into the significant
increase in ionic conductivity upon adding Li+ into the plastic
crystal phase of an OIPC, MD simulations were carried out in a
detailed study of doping eﬀects on both structure and dynamics
for the structurally simple [TMA][DCA]. The RDFs for all phases
show that the plastic crystal phase is indeed the most sensitive
phase to Li+ doping. We found that cluster formation occurs
between [DCA] and Li+ in the plastic crystal phase. The clusters
can actually lead to restriction of rotational dynamics of
the [DCA] anions on a relatively short time scale (about 10 ps).
On the other hand, at longer time scales, because this process
creates more ‘‘free volume’’ in the rest of the structure, it
facilitates the overall translational motions (diﬀusion coeﬃ-
cients) of all ion species, especially those [DCA] anions that
are not part of long-term clusters. The revealed molecular
transport model could help understand the mechanisms of
enhanced conduction mechanisms in Li+ doped OIPCs.
Computational methods
A brief description of the computational methodology follows
(a detailed description can be found in the ESI†): we used the
DL_POLY Classic package28 with force field parameters for
[TMA]+ and [DCA] adopted from (ref. 18) and for Li+ from
(ref. 29) to carry out all our MD studies. We constructed a
‘‘supercell’’ with 4  2  2 unit cells, which containing 128 ion
pairs. For the doped systems, we have replaced 5, 10 and
15 TMA cations with Li ions (corresponding to respectively 4,
8 and 12 mol% Li). The concentrations were selected based
on the usual amount of Li+ added during our experimental
practices. To set up the LiDCA doped [TMA][DCA] system, a
number of Li+ ions were spatially randomly placed into the
‘‘supercell’’ and exactly the same number of [TMA]+ were removed
to keep systems electrically neutral. The NPT-ensemble was kept at
constant temperature and pressure using Berendsen thermostat/
barostat with a scaling interval of 1 ps. The system was equilibrated
for 500 ps before a production run of 500 ps. A timestep of 2 fs
is adopted.
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